Stick and trace.
Listen and color.
Trace and sing.
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Listen and color.
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Unit 2  I Keep My Body Clean  Lesson 4
Look and color.

Unit 2  I Keep My Body Clean  Lesson 5
Look, draw and color.
Stick and color.
Draw, trace and color.
Stick, point and sing.
Trace and draw.
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Unit 2 I Keep My Body Clean Lesson 10
Look, circle and cross out.
Look, match and color.
Trace and draw.
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Unit 2 I Keep My Body Clean Lesson 14
Look and stick.

Unit 2  I Keep My Body Clean  Lesson 15

thirty-seven
Look and color.
Count and write.

Unit 2  I Keep My Body Clean  Review  thirty-nine  39
Listen and color.